
Coupons – If you plan to order your quince invitations online, you may want to first search around for
some coupons. Believe it or not, you can usually find really good discount codes for a number of popular
invitation retailers.

Promotions – You could also wait for an online stationery and invitation retailer to have a big sale. Most
companies at least have a semi-annual sale or promotional events around certain holidays.

Pick the Right Paper – Some types of paper used for invitations can get rather expensive. Instead of
selecting an expensive paper such as ones made with fine cotton, choose a recycled type of paper to cut
back the cost of your invitations.

Choose Rectangular Invitations – It’s a little known secret in the bridal and quince industry that square
envelopes always cost more than regular rectangular ones. If you want to save, it’s best to choose the
rectangular ones over the square ones even if they weren’t your first choice.

Use a Standard Envelope – Often times the envelope is the most expensive part of the invitation, but they
get torn up anyway. You can save a great deal of money on your invitations if you choose to mail them in
standard envelopes as compared to the embossed ones sold by invitation and stationery retailers.

Make Them Yourself – Of course the best way to save money on your quince invitations is to make them 
yourself. There are DIY kits available that come with everything you need to create your own fancy 
looking invitations without spending a ton of money. In fact, none of your guests will probably even notice 
the difference.
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